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(Updated) Notice Regarding Correction of  

Presentation Material for Financial Results 

 

MonotaRO Co., Ltd. announces the correction of “Presentation Material for Q2, 2020” which was disclosed on 

July 31, 2020.  

 

The corrections made on Page 10 of “Presentation Material for Q2, 2020” are as follows. 

 Correction on the graph "Half Year Sales Growth %" on the left side of the Page. 

 Notes are replaced and added. 

 

(Before Correction)  
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Correction of Graph 

Corrections have been made on the lines of “monotaro.com: New Customer” and of “monotaro.com: Existing 

Customer” in the graph as follows. 

 The misplaced graph legends have been corrected (the parts enclosed by the dotted line). 

 The colors of the lines for actual results (solid line) up to 2019LH and the lines for plans (dotted line) from 

2019LH to 2020FH have been corrected from green to red and from red to green respectively. 

 The arrows indicating the changes in actual results from the plan for 2020FH have been corrected (the part 

enclosed by the dotted line). 

Notes Replaced and Added 

The following notes have been replaced and added to clarify the difference between the graph in “Presentation 

Material for Q2, 2020” and the similar graphs in the Presentation Materials disclosed in the past. 

 Replaced “Note 1” with the following. 

 Added following “Note 3.” 

* Note 1: Half year (first half and latter half) contribution of every channel to total sales growth from 

previous year is organized and shown. 

* Note 3: “monotaro.com: New Customer” indicates contribution of sales from customers acquired each half 

year, and “monotaro.com: Existing Customer” indicates contribution of sales from customers acquired 

before corresponding half year. Therefore, sales from customers acquired in first half are included in latter 

half as sales of “monotaro.com: Existing Customer” not as sales of “monotaro.com: New Customer” 

(definitions of new customer in “Sales Growth (Service Channel Contribution)” on p.27 of “Presentation 

Material for FY2019 Results” and on p.26 of “Presentation Material for Q1, 2020” are fiscal year base, 

which are different from definition of new customer on this page). 

 

Corrected “Presentation Material for Q2, 2020” is listed on MonotaRO’s site. 

URL https://corp.monotaro.com/en/ir/event/event_01.html 

 

End of the Notice 
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